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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: HONG KONG RIP             
Posted: February 10,1996  00:38:49 
To: A CICCARIELLO  JR (EFYA89A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Muchos gracias.                                              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960210003849CHHL71AEFYA89A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: HONG KONG RIP             
Posted: February 10,1996  00:38:18 
To: PATRICK GROFF (GBRT32A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
I like your screwin' angle, although the screwin' the U.S.   
government does on behalf of Wall Street is multi-faceted.   
                                                             
The targets have not only been Native Americans but Blacks,  
Hispanics, Asians (especially Japanese,) Jews (for a while,) 
farmers, working People, small business owners, students,    
Christians (especially pro-lifers,) gays and the poor.       
Everyone, in fact, who is powerless and NEEDS a friend but   
gets instead an adversary.  And guess who pays the bills!    
                                                             
Anti-communism was the U.S. government's one redeeming trait 
but now its been sold out to Beijing, for the profit of Wall 
Street and it appears the middle-class is NEXT!              
                                                             
And as for keeping agreements...                             
                                                             
The treaty Britain made with China in '98 was with a         
government at least thrice removed from the present one. So  
why enforce that treaty when the current government refuses  
to honor the obligations of the prior government insofar as  
compensating the various individual investors and property   
holders, firms and governments that had their property       
seized and bonds dishonored when the communists took power?  
Indeed, with the spectacle of Western banks quuuing up to    
lend good money after bad, we might see strapped third-world 
countries getting on the band wagon and emulating China by   
dis-avowing THEIR debts to the West.                         
                                                             
A true international debtor's cartel, and guess who'll pay   
the bill?                                                    
                                                             
And guess who's standard of living is steadily diminished by 
this out-flux of OUR money?                                  
                                                             
The appetite of the United States government for screwin'    



the middle class is undiminished. Revolution now.            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960210003818CHHL71AGBRT32A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: HONG KONG RIP             
Posted: February 09,1996  16:13:46 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: A CICCARIELLO  JR (EFYA89A) 
 
Doesn't matter with what the other guy said.                 
                                                             
I am very touched with what you write!                       
                                                             
God bless America and the American people, like you.         
                                                             
A Hong Kong native,                                          
Tsui Ping.                                                   
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960209161346EFYA89ACHHL71A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: HONG KONG RIP             
Posted: February 06,1996  09:55:46 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: PATRICK GROFF (GBRT32A) 
 
Oh, I see, England should be more like this country and say  
the heck with agreements and treaties, and just screw the    
Chinese much like the United States Screwed the Indians.     
Hey, if you can't accept the agreement, don't sign would be  
my apt reply.                                                
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960206095546GBRT32ACHHL71A 
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: HONG KONG RIP             
Posted: February 05,1996  23:18:50 
To: ALL 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Its bad enough that Britain has sold out the six million     
freedom loving capitalists of Hong Kong who will lose their  
liberty BY TREATY come July 1 1997, but the United States    
government has endorsed this outrage.  This treachery can be 
expected of the country that has been the master of the      
slave trade, colonialist looting and gun boat imperialism,   
but this abandonment of freedom by the U.S. government shows 



how low we've sunk.                                          
                                                             
Never before has the U.S. government supported the loss of   
anyone's freedom to communism, but in the case of Hong Kong  
the U.S. government has made an exception simply to help     
Wall Street make a financial killing from the sell out.      
                                                             
We fought the cold war for decades opposing communism in     
Korea, Afghanistan, Angola, Nicaragua, Grenada and Eastern   
Europe and there is a Wall in Washington dedicated to the    
memory of more than 58,000 Americans who sacrificed their    
lives trying to save Asians from communist conquest.  But    
now the U.S. government, in obvious service to Wall Street,  
has united with arch ally Britain to facilitate the          
surrender of the six million to the butchers of Tiananman.   
                                                             
Never before has the U.S. government engaged in such         
treachery.  It seems like once we won the cold war we        
abandoned freedom.  Our "leaders" think this is just fine    
because, believe it or not, its good for business!  When     
they are so eager  to abandon liberty in Hong Kong how can   
We the People trust them to defend OUR liberty?              
                                                             
The government of the United States has proved itself an     
enemy of freedom by this action.  We have allowed it to      
become a wholly owned subsidiary of Wall Street.  The        
government's reason for being has become to help the rich    
get richer and more powerful while squeezing out everyone    
else's money, power and freedom.  The American People cannot 
trust a government that is ready, willing and eager for      
ANYONE to lose their freedom.                                
                                                             
Revolution Now!                                              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960205231850CHHL71A 
 
 


